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ABSTRACT
Driver’s inattention and distraction are one of the main causes of traffic accidents. Therefore, understanding on the driver’s behavior of inattention and distraction gives important implications for improving traffic safety. Previous researches tried to identify the main factors leading to accidents and their impact on traffic accidents. However, it is hard to model and estimate the impact as the drivers’ distraction shows stochastic transitions. In this study, we try to provide a better understanding on the relationship between distraction and vehicle safety and analyze the dynamics of driver vision transitions in both normal driving situation and accident situation. Based on the result, we propose a new car-following model, which can reflect the driver’s dynamic vision transition, which can regenerate the risk situations that the existing car-following models cannot provide. The new model can provide a framework for better understanding on the relationship of traffic accidents and drivers vision transition.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Car accidents are caused by different reasons related to the driver’s behavior such as driver’s perception reaction time and aggressiveness. Especially, driver distraction has been proven as one of the most critical causal factors of traffic accidents [1]–[4].

In the earlier days of researches on driver distraction and inattention, people focused mainly on illuminating distraction factors causing traffic accidents [5]–[7]. They considered secondary tasks such as using cell-phone or manipulating in-vehicle devices as a main cause of driver’s distraction. However, these studies have not taken into account the mechanism of how distraction leads to accidents. With the development of more in-vehicle devices, these secondary tasks have become the common behavior of concern. In order to prevent accident effectively, it is necessary to investigate the distraction leading to accidents.

Some researchers have focused on driver’s visual behavior to determine driver distraction [8], [9]. Many studies have analyzed the relationship between driver’s distraction and accident risk quantitatively. Kircher considered the off-road glance to be a major factor [10]. Kircher and Ahlström have analyzed off-road glance duration [11] and Dommez et al., used clustering method using off-road glance duration and frequency [12]. Although these studies present useful results, they did not consider the distraction that occurs in on-road glance. For example, even though driver is looking at the road, looking at the side for a long time can be considered as a distraction causing accidents.

Moreover, some researchers have tried to identify visual attention allocation to better understand drivers’ driving characteristics. Some studies represented the process of driver’s visual attention allocation as a probability of gazing focal point [13]–[15]. In order these
limitations, Wong and Huang analyzed the driver’s vision transition through attention allocation pattern analysis and multinomial choice model [16], [17].

In order to use these results in practice, such as considering it for new system development, it should be able to reproduce how it happens in various situations. Traffic simulation is being used as a good alternative to overcome the difficulty of performing on-road experiment. Previous researches have limitations in terms of applications as they cannot describe microscopic behavior.

Therefore, this study mainly aims two purposes. First, driving characteristics in various driving environment will be analyzed under normal driving situation and event situation. Then, based on these results, new car-following model that can describe accident situation will be proposed by adopting driver’s vision transition. This will help overcome the limitations of the existing car-following model and extend the usage of the car-following models to the accidents situations.

2 DRIVER EYE GLANCE TRANSITION ANALYSIS

The goal of this study is figuring out driving characteristics in various environment and development of new car-following model. In this chapter, driving characteristics will be understood through driver’s eye glance transition analysis. Eye glance data from the VTTI 100-car naturalistic driving study was analyzed using Markov dynamic model.

2.1 100-car NDS data

This study used the 100-car Naturalistic Driving Study (NDS) data developed by a research project of Second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2) which is supported and operated by the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) [18]. The released online data includes two types of database, a baseline and an event. The baseline database which describes normal driving situation contains 4803 data, and the event database consists of 68 crashes and 760 near-crashes.

Both databases are composed of eye glance data and video reduced data. Eye glance data is the time series data that records the glance location and the duration, and video reduced data includes various attributes of driver and road environment during the driving such as driver’s gender, traffic density, relation to junction, and weather. In the case of eye glance data, the recorded time is different for both databases. Baseline data recorded 6.1 seconds at 0.1 second intervals, and event data recorded 30 seconds data including 20 seconds before and 10 seconds after an impact.

2.2 Markov dynamic model

It is important to understand sequential characteristics of eye glance behavior in various situations due to the characteristics of this study, which aims to analyze drivers’ eye glance behavior in various driving environments and apply them to car-following models. Markov model is commonly used for modeling and prediction of human behaviors such as speech, gestures and vision with its characteristic that can consider sequential movement [19]. In this study, therefore, Markov chain will be used to analyze driver’s vision transition probability.

2.2.1 Markov transition model

Discrete-time Markov transition model is used to measure the transition probabilities of several categorized glance locations. Maximum likelihood estimation method is adapted for using Markov model to estimate driver vision transition. In case of accident situations including crash and near-crash, 6.1 seconds right before the event start is used as baseline...
data includes only 6.1 seconds time series data. In addition, to prevent overestimation of keeping eye glance in same location, data is aggregated in one second time step under stationary Markov process.

2.2.2 Glance state
Previous researches have usually considered eye glance location into two groups, such as forward/non-forward or on-road/off-road. However, this category cannot describe visual characteristics in various road conditions. For example, in case of intersection, drivers need to pay more attention on left and right side compared to highway where looking forward is dominant visual behavior. Considering this fact, some studies attempted to classify the eye glances as five (forward, left, right, rear view, in-vehicle) [16], [17]. However, these five categories were not suitable for Markov chain analysis because of the similar situational characteristics with frequent left and right-looking and low frequency of right-looking. From this point of view, 14 glance locations are classified into four groups in order to more clearly represent the Markov chain: forward, rear view, side, and off-road. Off-road includes in-vehicle devices manipulations and abnormal eyes closed situation.

2.2.3 Various road environment
Video reduced data contains several attributes describing driving environment. They can be classified into two groups, driver characteristics and road environment. In this study, relation to junction and traffic density information were used in road environment. According to attributes, both baseline data and event data were divided into several groups which show similar eye glance patterns.

For relation to junction, data were classified in three groups, non-junction, intersection, and intersection-related. Traffic density, which was originally classified as LOS A to F, was classified as stable and unstable. Stable includes relatively good traffic conditions from LOS A to D, and unstable including LOS E and F represents congestion situation. Meanwhile, to analyze the effect of traffic density, only non-junction data is used to minimize the impact of other factors. Sample size of data following each attribute can be found in Table 1.

2.2.4 Cumulative distribution of eye glance duration
The driver vision transition matrix obtained in the Markov chain can be used to describe the driver’s visual behavior. However, this method rarely causes the problem that the visual allocation of the driver stays only in one state. In particular, when the driver maintains a gaze at a non-forward location, the model presents a very unrealistic result. To prevent this problem, cumulative distribution of eye glance duration is additionally analyzed. This allows maximum duration of gazing at each location to be determined and can be used for force termination of gazing when it continues too long.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations to junction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-junction</td>
<td>4015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection-related</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>3959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample size according to attributes.
2.3 Results

In total, 4557 baseline data and 617 event data were used to analyze driver’s visual behavior. Driver’s vision transition and cumulative distribution of eye glance duration are analyzed according to various relation to junction and traffic density. Glance locations are classified in four groups, forward (F), side (S), rear view (R), and off-road (O).

2.3.1 Relation to junction

Table 2 shows the vision transition matrix of normal driving and accident situation according to relation to junction. In most situation, looking forward (F) is the most dominant behavior of drivers. The probability of returning from the other state to F is significantly higher than the probability of transition between two both states, and the probability of return is also highest in F. In normal driving situation at non-junction, driver stares at F mainly, and the regression probability of S, which occurs mostly in lane changing, is about 0.33. The regression probability of O is 0.29, which is slightly lower than that, and 0.1 is the lowest for R. At the intersection, there are quite different characteristics for S. The probability of transition from others to S is slightly increased, and the regression probability of S is over 0.5, which is much higher than that of non-junction. At intersection-related, regression probability of R, S, and O increased. At intersection-related, drivers show intermediate characteristics in non-junction and intersection for the probability of transition to F and S and for each regression probability. On the other hand, the regression probability of O is very high, which is considered to be due to the frequent signal waiting situations considering intersection-related road characteristics.

In accident situation, driver’s visual behavior is significantly different. First of all, regardless of the type of relation to junction, the probability of returning to O, including the regression probability, is generally high. This is consistent with the results of previous studies in which distraction is a major component of accident, as the time for the driver to maintain O is long. Not only for O, but all four locations show higher regression probability which means longer glance duration.

Fig. 1 shows cumulated distribution of four eye glance locations. The slope of the graph shows how quickly the behavior of looking at each point are terminated. As shown in the transition matrix, in accident situation, the slope of the graph is gentler than in normal driving situations. The slope of the graph according to the location tends to become gentle in the order of S, O, R and F, though there is slight difference in each case.

Table 2: Eye glance transition matrix according to relation to junction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Accident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-junction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-section</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>1.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-section-related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.2 Traffic density

We analyze the driving characteristics according to traffic density for driving at non-junction. Thus, the result of a situation in which the traffic density is stable represents the driver’s eye glance behavior in the most ideal situation. In this case, the vision transition is similar to the...
result of the non-junction and normal driving situation case discussed in Section 2.3.1. Compare to this, when traffic density is unstable, the probability of transition to F decreased and the regression probability of O, R, and S increased noticeably. The disappearance of the transition from R to other non-forward locations is also a noteworthy feature.

In the case of an accident, the transition matrix showed a pattern similar to that of normal driving in an unstable state. When unstable, that is, when there is congestion, it can be nature that the behavior of watching non-forward is prominent because the average speed is usually slow and the car is stopped frequently. However, similar behavior in a stable situation implies driver’s distraction. In an unstable state, this gets even worse. In addition, there are many cases where the transition probability become zero compared to other cases, so it can be judged that the driving behavior is more naïve.

In the relation to junction classification, the slope of each location was different, but the slope order was kept constant, whereas the change of traffic density affected the slope order of non-forward glance locations. According to Fig. 2, while the slope of F is similar in all cases, in other non-forward locations, the slopes vary from case to case. This suggests that the traffic density has a significant effect on the driving characteristics.

3 NEW CAR-FOLLOWING MODEL CONSIDERING DRIVER VISION TRANSITION

3.1 Development of car-following model considering driver vision transition

To simulate unsafe situations caused by driver vision transition and perception error, we developed a car-following model with Markov dynamic model presented in previous sections. The basic assumption made in this study is that, when the glance state of driver is “forward”, the movement of subject vehicle follows normal car-following model since they observe and make decisions on their longitudinal movements. Otherwise, when the glance state of driver is non-forward state, the driver keeps the acceleration in previous decision, which called inattention car-following model in this paper.

Table 3: Eye glance transition matrix according to traffic density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal driving situation</th>
<th>Accident situation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To formulate this behavior, at a given time $t$, if the glance state of vehicle $n$ is given as $S_n(t)$, the normal car-following model is expressed as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
    x_n(t + \Delta t) &= \begin{cases} 
        x_n^{\text{normal}}(t + \Delta t), & \text{if } S_n(t + \Delta t) = "\text{forward}" \\
        x_n^{\text{inattention}}(t + \Delta t), & \text{otherwise}
    \end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

At time $t$ if glance state is given as $i$ and the glance duration is given as $d$, the glance state at next time step can be defined with a random number ($\text{rand}(1)$) between 0 and 1 as shown below.

$$
S_n(t + \Delta t) = \begin{cases} 
    "\text{forward}" , & \text{if } \sum_{j}^{\text{forward}} p_{i-j}(d) \geq \text{rand}(1) \\
    "\text{side}" , & \text{else if } \sum_{j}^{\text{forward,side}} p_{i-j}(d) \geq \text{rand}(1) \\
    "\text{rearview}" , & \text{else if } \sum_{j}^{\text{forward,side,rearview}} p_{i-j}(d) \geq \text{rand}(1) \\
    "\text{off-\emph{road}}" , & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$
If the glance state at time $t + \Delta t$ is decided, based on the glance state, the car-following model is decided either to follow inattention car-following model or to follow normal car-following model as shown in eqn (1).

The inattention car-following model is shown below:

$$x_{\text{off-road}}^n(t + \Delta t) = \max(x_n(t), x_n(t) + v_n(t)\Delta t + a_n(t)\Delta t^2)$$

The normal car-following model is based on the modified car-following model in Oversaturated Freeway Flow Algorithm (OFFA) [20], [21]. The car-following model is shown below.

$$x_{\text{normal}}^n(t + \Delta t) = \min(x_n^u(t + \Delta t), x_n^l(t + \Delta t))$$

The upper boundary ($x_n^u(t + \Delta t)$) for updated location is:

$$x_n^u(t + \Delta t) = \min \left\{ \frac{x_{n-1}(t) - v_{n-1}(t) \cdot \tau_n - s_{n}^{\text{jam}}}{x_n(t) + v_n(t)\Delta t + a_n\Delta t^2}, \frac{x_n(t) + v_n^f \cdot \Delta t}{x_n(t) + \Delta x_n^f(t)} \right\}$$

where $x_n(t)$ is position of vehicle $n$ at time $t$, $v_n(t)$ is the speed of vehicle $n$ at time $t$, $\tau_n$ is reaction time of vehicle $n$, $s_{n}^{\text{jam}}$ is jam spacing of vehicle $n$, $v_n^f$ is free flow speed of vehicle $n$, $a_n$ is maximum acceleration rate of vehicle $n$, and $b_n$ is maximum deceleration rate of vehicle $n$.

$$\Delta x_n^f(t) = \Delta t \left(b_n\tau_n + \sqrt{(b_n\tau_n)^2 - 2b_n \left(x_{n-1}(t) - x_n(t) - s_{n}^{\text{jam}} + c_{n-1}(t)\right)}\right)$$

$$c_{n-1}(t) = \frac{(v_{n-1}(t))^2}{2b_{n-1}}$$

The lower boundary ($x_n^l(t + \Delta t)$) for updated location is:

$$x_n^l(t + \Delta t) = \max[x_n^u(t) + v_n(t)\Delta t + b_n\Delta t^2, x_n(t)]$$

Also, perception error term is applied to position and speed of leader vehicle and speed of subject vehicle with given standard deviations as shown in following equations.

$$x_{n-1} = x_{n-1} + \epsilon_x, \text{where } \epsilon_x \sim N(0, |x_{n-1} - x_n| \cdot \lambda_x)$$

$$v_{n-1} = v_{n-1} + \epsilon_{v,\text{leader}}, \text{where } \epsilon_{v,\text{leader}} \sim N(0, |x_{n-1} - x_n| \cdot \lambda_{v,\text{leader}})$$

$$v_n = v_n + \epsilon_{v,\text{subject}}, \text{where } \epsilon_{v,\text{subject}} \sim N(0, \lambda_{v,\text{subject}})$$

3.2 Simulation results

Fig. 3 shows the effect on the eye glance behavior on the vehicle safety and car-following process with different cases: (a) normal driving situation, (b) dangerous driving situation, and (c) accident situation. In Fig. 3(a) which represents a normal driving situation, forward-looking and non-forward looking behavior repeatedly occurred during a whole car following process. In this case, the eye glance behavior has not a significantly influence on the safety and driving actions such as acceleration and deceleration because a driver can keep an enough
safety distance and a leader vehicle does not show any adverse action. However, a dangerous situation occurred when the leader vehicle reduces the speed with its maximum braking performance as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c). In Fig. 3(b), the leader vehicle reduces speed near 30 seconds. The following vehicle detects this adverse action and reduces its speed appropriately because the driver in the following vehicle keeps attention to the movement of the preceding vehicle. In this case, the driver can avoid the accident. On the other hand, as in Fig. 3(c), the accident occurred due to the inattention of the driver of the following vehicle. In this case, the driver in the following vehicle does not look forward when the leader vehicle abruptly reduces the speed. As a result, the following vehicle crashes into the leader vehicle even though the following vehicle reduces the speed with its maximum braking performance after the following vehicle detects the leader vehicle’s abrupt deceleration action.

Figure 3: Simulation results.
4 CONCLUSION
At first, in the analysis with state transition, we identify the transition matrix in various driving environments such as traffic density and relations to junction. The result shows that drivers have higher probability and duration of distraction and side-looking state at low LOS than high LOS. At the intersection and intersection-related region, the probability of side-looking shows significantly high and duration is also long. In addition, at the intersection, looking-forward duration is significantly shorter.

On the other hand, the main difference between normal driving situation and accident situation is the duration of the off-road state. The transition probability from forward-looking state to off-road state is not significantly different in both situations. But the duration of the off-road state is long in the accident situation compared to that of the normal driving situation. Meanwhile, at the intersection, there are distinctive differences from other situations. In this case, the significant difference between normal driving situation and accident situation is duration of forward-looking state. At the accident situation, drivers keeping their eye glance forward longer than that of normal driving situation.

Based on transition matrix for eye glance behavior, we proposed the new car-following model that can simulate the dangerous situation and an accident. As shown in the result, the proposed simulation can well represent the accident caused by the inattention behavior of driver.
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